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Кавицька Т. І., Осідак В. В. Самооцінювання у навчанні граматики: підвищення
граматичної обізнаності студентів-філологів.
У статті пропонується перегляд ролі самооцінювання та взаємооцінювання у вивченні
граматики студентами мовних спеціальностей. Описано експліцитну модель викладання
граматики, яка спрямована на підвищення граматичної обізнаності студентів за рахунок
розвитку умінь критичного осмислення граматичних явищ та свідомого застосування їх у
спілкуванні. Обґрунтована практика самоооцінювання й взаємооцінювання відповідає цілям
викладання граматики у вищій школі та спирається на чотириетапний процес формування
граматичної компетенції. Автори розглядають граматичні знання як ефективний засіб свідомого
вивчення іноземної мови та пропонують завдання на підвищення граматичної обізнаності
студентів із залученням самооцінювання та взаємооцінювання.
Ключові слова: самооцінювання та взаємооцінювання, експліцитне викладання граматики,
граматичні знання та навички, розвитку умінь критичного осмислення граматичних явищ.
Кавицкая Т. И., Осидак В. В. Самооценивание в обучении грамматики: повышение
грамматической осознанности студентов-филологов.
В статье пересматривается роль самооценивания и взаимоооценивания в изучении
грамматики студентами языковых специальностей в рамках эксплицитной модели преподавания
грамматики. Указанная модель нацелена на повышение грамматической осознанности
студентов за счет развития умений критического осмысления грамматических явлений и
сознательного применения их в речи. Авторы рассматривают грамматические знания как
эффективное средство сознательного изучения иностранного языка и предлагают задания на
повышение грамматической осознанности студентов с привлечением практики самооценивания и
взаимоооценивания.
Ключевые слова: самооценивание и взаимоооценивание, эксплицитное преподавания
грамматики, грамматические знания и навыки, развитие умений критического осмысления
грамматических явлений.
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Kvasova O. G.
AN INSET COURSE ON LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT
FOR UNIVERSITY TEACHERS IN UKRAINE
The paper considers the needs in teacher training in language testing and assessment prompted by
the increased role of assessment for accountability at universities in Ukraine. The issues of language
testing literacy have been focused on by outstanding theoreticians and practitioners working in the field
for two decades now. The concept of language assessment literacy is crucial to defining the content area
of the in-service course for teachers who are required to implement assessments properly. Traditional
courses have included core topics such as validity, reliability, measurement control that tend overlook the
recent developments in language assessment (portfolio, self-assessment). Such courses do not consider
the immediate needs of classroom assessment providing theoretical basis mostly for standardized testing.
Classroom assessment calls for a certain reconceprualisation of key notions and bridging the gap
between “knowledge and skills” training models towards more teacher-oriented practice of learning to
develop tests. The ideas of training teachers to collegially plan, review and improve self-constructed tests
upon proper reflection based on evidence help reorient teacher training courses towards nurturing team
work, focusing on examination of test quality, considering feedback from colleagues and from students.
The paper presents a curriculum of a course targeted at Ukrainian university teachers and provides the
data of piloting one of its six modules. The course is comprised of traditional, core topics of language
testing complemented by a module on alternative assessment. The training model envisages a variety of
work modes such as contact, independent, team, and individual, includes versatile activities (readings,
discussions, tasks to do). The module was piloted in several universities in Ukraine, with its effectiveness
established with the help of several specially developed tools of measurement (a test of assessment
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literacy, test constructor and student trainee questionnaires, expert judgements). Interpretation of the
data suggests the perspectives of further research into the matter.
Keywords: language assessment literacy, in-service course on language assessment, course
content, training model.

Language testing and assessment (LTA), which has long occupied centre-stage position in
FL teaching and learning practices in the West, is rapidly gaining its significance in FL
education in this country. Accountability which accompanies the implementation of ECTS has
put forth the necessity to use language tests that are known as objective and practical tool of
summative assessment.
However, a test can only yield a true picture of students’ achievements if its designers
follow the major principles or guidelines for test construction and validation, adhere to the
testing cycle rules, administer tests properly. Using tests for summative assessment (mid-term or
end-of-year tests) urges the grass roots teachers to perform multiple roles of test designers, item
writers, test raters for which the majority of teachers are not prepared. This suggests that
classroom tests designed with violations of certain testing principles can hardly supply reliable
information about learning outcomes and may cause negative impact on language education both
in the local and national contexts.
The issue of LTA literacy of Ukrainian university teachers appears to be crucial under the
circumstances. So far this literacy has been developed through teachers’ participation in
trainings, workshops, conferences, self-study work. However important it has been for certain
individual representatives of teacher community, this work was mostly sporadic and should be
replaced by more systemic and such as involving more teachers from a variety of higher
educational settings in the country.
The present paper aims to describe the underlying principles, analyse existing theory and
practices and propose the content, structure and teaching methods as components of an in-service
teacher training course in LTA designed by the author. Initially, the analysis of the contemporary
research in the field of teacher training in LTA is offered.
The issues of teacher assessment literacy have been discussed by Western educationalists
since 1990s; a comprehensive account of this evolution is given by A. Green [6]. Since the
standards of general assessment literacy were first introduced by R. Stiggins [17] and American
Federation of Teachers the role of language assessment literacy (LAL) has been increasing due
to new societal needs and approaches to FL teaching and assessment.
Despite ongoing work on enhancing teachers’ LTA skills, Western educationalists
consistently point to a deficit in teacher LAL. The main reason for this is the systemic
shortcomings of modules/ courses on LTA included in pre-service and in-service curricula; they
are generally marginalized, are too short and often only optional [18]. Another reason lies in
difficulties of defining the range of assessment skills and the scope of training needed to develop
these skills properly. The analyses of existing courses undertaken by J. D. Bailey and K. Brown,
Y. Jin established that the course had similar constituents which had been only insignificantly
changed since mid 1990s [2, 371; 11]. The core topics of LTA training included principles and
practice of item writing, validity and reliability issues, item analysis, etc. which help teachers
learn to write language tests proper. As A. Green notes, such traditional course content makes
courses fairly conservative since they neglect newly developed assessments (such as learner’s
portfolio and self-assessment) and therefore fail to “meet teachers’ needs in rapidly changing
educational environments” [6, 14].
Theoretically, LAL received multiple definitions. The most frequently cited definition was
made by G. Fulcher according to which LAL is “the knowledge, skills and abilities required to
design, develop, maintain or evaluate, large-scale standardized and/or classroom based tests,
familiarity with test processes, and awareness of principles and concepts that guide and underpin
practice, including ethics and codes of practice. The ability to place knowledge, skills, processes,
principles and concepts within wider historical, social, political and philosophical frameworks in
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order understand why practices have arisen as they have, and to evaluate the role and impact of
testing on society, institutions, and individuals” [5, 125]. D. Dunkley, in his turn, calls this
definition restrictive as it contains a description of teachers’ competence and excludes LAL of
other stakeholders [4, 105]. This criticism is in line with L. Taylor’s considering LAL of
different groups of stakeholders and specifying several assessment skill profiles relevant for
these groups (core, intermediary, and peripheral levels). Teachers’ assessment needs, in her
view, belong to the intermediary level and relate primarily to language pedagogy, knowledge of
technical skills, sociocultural values and local practices; the core level concepts of LTA
(knowledge of theory, principles and concepts, scoring and decision making) are only
complementary to the list of basics needed by teachers [18]. Indeed, teachers need less theory
than testing professionals and more practical classroom-relevant assessment skills.
K. O’Loughlin seems to have given the most concrete definition of LAL expressed in
terms of setting objectives of LTA courses for student teachers. The course should envisage
enabling students “to develop (a) a sound understanding of key concepts in second language
assessment; (b) their ability to critically evaluate existing assessment documents, and (3) their
capacity to design or adapt assessment instruments for the particular teaching context” [16, 73].
Coming back to practical considerations about the course content, it is obvious that it
should reflect the levels of LAL proposed by L. Taylor and, therefore, place “the emphasis in
professional development – at least initially – on the role of assessment in the learning process
rather than on theoretical and statistical issues in testing [Brindley 2001, 129, cited in 16].
Content of courses, aka teaching, is inseparably connected with and/or is based on the existing
LTA course books. The latter are criticized by O. Inbar-Lourie [10] and G. Brindley [cited in 16,
14] for being too arcane for non-specialists and, more importantly, for giving little or no
attention to the issues of classroom based assessment. The most popular text books (e.g.
Bachman and Palmer, 1996) [1] recommended today for course reading were published over 20
years ago, offer little guidance on development of either classroom based tests or alternative
assessments and are hardly relevant to the changing reality of FL teaching and assessment.
All this calls for redesign of LTA courses, their content and text books as well as the
training model itself. A. Davies suggested filling the gap within a “knowledge + skills” training
model with “scrutiny of testing practice” including evidence of performance on tests and its
consequences [Davies 2008, 328, cited in 16, 15). Moreover, applied linguists oppose principles
of standarised and non-standardised test designing and propose reconceptualisation of validity
and reliability applied in classroom based assessment [Moss and Brokhart 2000, cited in 16, 19)
or even reformulation of the competencies needed for conducting assessments in the educational
context [10]. These suggestions along with ideas of embracing sociocultural paradigm within
LTA courses and developing assessment and/or testing cultures belong to the future. To date,
however, “classroom assessment should be judged according to the traditional standards for test
validity” [6, 18) and, therefore, LTA courses for teaching practitioners should provide the
trainees with solid theoretical grounding and practical skills of constructing, validating and
interpreting assessments.
A. Green summarises the principles of developing effective assessments by the acronym
PRICE: Planning and Reflection lead to Improvement, when supported by Co-operation and
informed by Evidence [7, 21-25]. These suggest that teachers preparing language tests should
work methodically and collegially, contribute to discussion of test construct, techniques
employed, and further reflect on what and how has been done, provide feedback on items written
by each other: in A. Green’s words test designers should follow the plan-do-review schedule [7,
21]. Teachers should learn to work in teams during the whole process of test preparation and
accept possible critique from colleagues. Moreover, it is essential for them to learn to collect and
analyse evidence of the ability of a test to yield true picture of learners’ achievements. So far the
quality of teacher constructed tests has not been questioned by their users although a study by
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D. Coniam [3] suggests the opposite. O. Kvasova provides a detailed examination of major faults
within teacher-made MCQ test-tasks written by Ukrainian university teachers [14].
The issues of designing LTA courses for pre-service and in-service contexts were
discussed in numerous papers of J. D Brown and K. Bailey K. M., D. Coniam, Ç. Hatipoğlu,
L. Herrera and D. Macías, Y. Jin, R. Johnson et al., O. Inbar-Lourie, R. C. Kleinsasser,
K. O’Loughlin, Tempus ProSET project (www.proset-tempus.net); the work of Erasmus+ TALE
project aimed at designing nine on-line training courses is in progress now (http://taleproject.eu).
The study of these theoretical and practical researches as well as own practice of conducting
workshops on test writing allows to formulate the goal and objectives of the Course developed
specifically for Ukrainian university teachers.
The overall goal of the Course is to promote the enhancement of LTA literacy of university
foreign language teachers, to enable them to carry out high quality classroom assessments and, in
the long run, to maximize the efficiency of FL teaching and learning. The attainment of the
major goal is ensured through achieving the following objectives: systematizing the knowledge
of Methods of teaching foreign languages obtained by teachers during pre-service training course
and, especially, its part devoted to language assessment; systematizing teachers’ own experience
of carrying out various forms of assessment; introducing the teachers to the fundamentals of
LTA through presentations of LTA theory, participating in workshops and through reflecting on
own practices; developing teachers’ skills of constructing quality test items/task/ tests of
different types (objective and subjective) intended to measure students’ various skills (language
use, reading, listening, writing, oral interaction and oral production); getting the teachers familiar
with the statistics applicable in the classroom to determine the validity of self-made test tasks,
encourage their ability to interpret the data and use it in order to improve own test items/tasks;
promoting the development of teachers’ reflective skills to carry out fair self- and peerassessment; encouragement of team-work skills as well as skills necessary for proper logistics
and mechanics; encouraging teachers’ readiness for life-long learning, extensive reading on
LTA, participation in workshops of experts, willingness to share own expertise, acceptance of
newly developed forms of assessment.
The structure of the Course is made up of six modules that cover the major theoretical and
practical aspects of LTA. Each module consists of identical parts:
1 Independent individual (pre-session) work (4 hours). This invites teachers to a) study the
recommended literary sources on LTA issues and check its acquisition by answering the offered
questions; b) doing a practical assignment.
2 Training session (4 contact hours). This envisages participation in two workshops on the
topic that combine theoretical input and doing practical task and are aimed to build relevant
skills in LTA. The workshop may be conducted either on the same day or on two subsequent
days.
3 Independent team (post-session) work (12 hours). This suggests teaming up teachers (24) in order to do the following: а) construct test tasks to measure a particular language skill using
the checklist for item writers; b) try out the constructed tasks and modify them if necessary;
c) administer the test tasks in their own student groups, mark and grade them; d) do the statistical
analysis appropriate for classroom based assessment; e) interpret the data focusing on the
validity of the test tasks, discuss the quality of the tasks, suggest ways to further modify and,
possibly, enter into the test task bank; f) collect feedback from testees, discuss the possible
impact of the test on the testees’ further learning of English; е) answer questionnaires, reflect on
their achievements or failures, elaborate plans for further development.
4 Follow-up conference (2 contact hours). The teachers are invited to а) present the
outcomes of their team work; b) get feedback from colleagues and trainers and share their
impressions of other teams’ test tasks; c) give feedback on the efficiency of the module
implementation, suggest improvements, make own plans about doing the next module/s.
On successful completion of all tasks that are offered by any of the modules of the Course
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teachers receive a Certificate of completion. The teachers who successfully completed the tasks
of all modules receive a Certificate that will allow them to plan and conduct their own teacher
training.
The sustainable outcomes of the Course lie in: a) development of banks of quality test
tasks to measure various FL skills which can be used at universities across the country;
b) dissemination of the outcomes of the Course by its participants through university/national
conferences, scholarly articles, own workshops and master-classes.
In the long-term perspective the Course could entail: а) cooperation with acclaimed experts
on LTA who could be invited to make presentations, conduct workshops and training accessible
for grass roots FL teachers from all over Ukraine; b) setting Centres/Resource Centres for
enhancing assessment literacy of Ukrainian university teachers in all regions of the country;
c) introduction of Master’s programmes in LTA; d) implementation of research into LTA
including PhD studies; e) setting up an e-platform for all teachers’ independent use and selfstudy.
One of the course modules was piloted in universities of Kyiv, Kharkiv, Cherkasy, Lviv
and proved effective. Below are the content and structure of the piloted module.
MODULE 2:
Construction and validation of classroom reading test tasks
Independent individual (pre-session) work (4 hours):
а) study the recommended sources:
Kvasova O. Learning to ensure good testing practice (notes on a workshop) // Іноземні
мови. – 2011. – №1. – С. 62-66 та // Іноземні мови. – 2011. – № 4 (68). – С. 57-60.
б) do the task:
construct two test tasks (MCQ and T/F) to check the understanding of the recommended
texts.
Training session (4 contact hrs.):
Workshop 1. Constructing reading test tasks
CEFR descriptors for reading skills. Expeditious and careful reading (skills and
subskills).Objective and subjective test formats. How to construct MCQ andT/F/NG. Analysis of
MCQ tasks. Faulty items. Standardized rubrics.
Workshop 2. How to write valid reading test tasks
Basic statistics for teacher-made test tasks (item difficulty, item discrimination, distractor
analysis). How to interpret the data. Analysis of some MCQ items/tasks and interpretation of the
data.
Independent post-session work (12 год.):
а) study the recommended sources:
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: learning, teaching,
assessment. Council of Europe. – Cambridge: CUP, 2001. – Pp.68-82.
Гнаповська Л. В., Квасова О. Г. Оцінювання вмiнь читання: з досвіду пілотування
тестових завдань в межах Проекту незалежного тестування з іноземних мов // Іноземні
мови. – 2007. – № 2. – С. 3-10.
Квасова О. Г. Тестова перевірка рівня сформованості англомовної компетентності у
читанні у майбутніх філологів // Іноземні мови. – 2014. – № 3 (79). – С. 38-44.
Hughes A. Testing for Language Teachers. – Cambridge University Press, 1989. –
Pp. 161-162.
b) do the task:
contruct, pilot, modify and administer two own test tasks (MCQ and T/F/NG) in your
classroom. Do the statistical analysis and interpret the data.
Follow-up conference (2 contact hrs.):
Present your tasks, the data of statistical analysis and its interpretation. Discuss your tasks
and the tasks of your colleagues.
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As is seen from the excerpted module, the coursework contains both independent and
contact work, individual as well as team work, readings and discussions, and tasks to be carried
out. The course presents the balanced and versatile selection of activities which will strengthen
the participants’ sense of agency and stimulate and motivate them.
Apart from workshop materials, several tools were designed to collect the data of LAL and
scrutinize teachers’ progress. To measure the initial level of teachers’ assessment literacy a test
comprised of twenty questions was developed and offered to trainees. It intended to check the
trainees’ familiarity with the introductory content area of LTA. Another tool – a test constructor
questionnaire – was aimed to collect feedback from teacher trainees upon completion of the
module; it provided useful information on the further improvements of the course including the
content of learning, techniques and organisation and management related issues. Since the
constructed tests were piloted by teachers in real-life context, in their academic groups, a special
questionnaire was compiled to elicit students’ feedback on the test tasks offered to them, and
compare their quality with that of test tasks from IELTS or FCE examinations. Finally, the
quality of tests developed by teachers and the materials of statistical analysis performed by them
was thoroughly examined by the researcher and two other experts.
These tools appeared quite efficient to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the
proposed methodology of teacher training in LTA. As a result of participation in the training the
teachers were credited by the heightened quality of self-constructed test tasks although it would
be erroneous to claim that all of them excelled in preparing the assessment. The trainees also
expressed positive evaluation of the module’s content and the variety of techniques used by the
trainer, although suggested that the course should be delivered over a longer period allowing
more time for post-session independent and team activities (constructing, piloting, reflecting,
reviewing, modifying test tasks).
The case of piloting the module together with the research data and implications for
reviewing and modifying the course were publicized [14] and reported at the 12th Annual
Conference of European Association for Language Testing and Assessment (EALTA)
(Copengahen, 2015). The perspectives of further research depend upon decisions stipulating the
introduction of the Course at universities within in-service teacher training programmes.
Meanwhile, this experience is disseminated via activities of Ukrainian Association for Language
Testing and Assessment (UALTA).
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Квасова О. Г. Курс підвищення компетентності у мовному тестуванні для викладачів
університетів України.
У статті пропонується обґрунтування потреб у курсі підвищення кваліфікації у мовному
тестуванні викладачів іноземних мов, що працюють в університетах України. Схарактеризоване
поняття “компетентність у мовному тестуванні та оцінюванні”, на основі чого визначений
предмет навчання у межах курсу. Описані зміст та структура курсу. Наведений приклад одного
із модулів курсу, який був пілотований автором статті у кількох університетах країни. Висновки,
зроблені на підставі даних пілотування, можуть слугувати підгрунтям для подальшої
дослідницької роботи у цьому напрямку.
Ключові слова: компетентність у тестуванні та оцінюванні, курс підвищення
компетентності у мовному тестуванні, зміст і структура курсу.
Квасова О. Г. Курс повышения компетентности в языковом тестировании и
оценивании для преподавателей университетов Украины.
В статье предлагается обоснование потребности в курсе повышения компетентности в
языковом тестировании преподавателей иностранных языков, работающих в университетах
Украины. Охарактеризовано понятие “грамотность в языковом тестировании и оценивании”, на
основе чего определен предмет обучения в таком курсе. Описаны содержание и структура курса.
Представлен один из модулей курса, прошедший пилотную апробацию в нескольких
университетах страны. Выводы, сделанные на основе данных пилотирования, могут быть
использованы в дальнейших исследованиях проблемы.
Ключевые слова: компетентность в языковом тестировании и оценивании, курс
повышения компетентности в языковом тестировании, содержание и структура курса.
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Kobylianska I. V.
ERROR CORRECTION IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING
This article analyzes approaches and methods in foreign language teaching which relate to the
correction of errors committed by the learner of a second language, in this case English. The difference
between the term error and mistake as understood by linguists is established. The types of error which
are typically committed by the learner, error analysis, the error treatment and various techniques
available to the teacher providing positive feedback are considered. The final part of article describes the
ways in which errors might be corrected in the language learning situation and considers the diversity of
approaches is taken up in the Common European Frame work.
Keywords: learners’ errors, treatment of errors, сlassifying errors, сorrective feedback, positive
feedback.
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